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CHAPTER I 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this stuqy is to develop and evaluate a set of five 
lessons in composition planning. These lessons are designed to stimulate 
the flow of ideas in children in one small area of written composition. 
It is hoped that these lessons will accomplish a dual purpose. 
First, it is hoped that the teachers who use this material may gain a 
bit more information about the children in their classes and therefore 
be aided in helping them to help themselves. Secondly, it is hoped 
that lessons of this type will aid children in writing compositions 
by stimulating both in quality and in quantity, the ideas expressed. 
Since writing about a known subject usually produces superior 
results, the writer decided to use the individual himself as the basis 
for the experiment. It is believed that, although nothing is more 
real to an individual than his own mental, physical and emotional ex-
periences, children need help in recall and recognition of these ex-
periences. Further, the better the teacher knows her pupils, the better 
she is prepared to help them with their problems. 
If experiments of this type are successful, the dread, fear, and 
boredom experienced by children during exercises in written composition 
may be overcome. Perhaps, the need for change in presentation and 
direction of materials for written composition will be made clearer 
to teachers searching for better stimuli than is now available. 
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CHAPTER II 
Plan of the Experiment 
Eight sixth grade classes were selected for the experiment. No 
regard was given to the social, economic, racial, religious or in-
tellectual backgrounds of these groups. Intelligemeequotients were 
obtained from three of the participating groups in order to relate 
the quantity and quality obtained from selected areas of high and low 
I. Q. 
Five lesson plans, in English composition, were developed to be 
presented as one week's work. The preliminary lesson, to be presented 
on Monday, was a spontaneously written auto-biography of and by each 
youngster in the class. The second, third, and fourth lessons were 
designed as discussions in which the pupils relate their feelings 
(1 ) about themselves and other individuals, (2) about their fears, 
anxieties and desires, and (3) about their relationships with other 
groups, their skills, and their out-of-school interests. The fifth 
and final lesson to be presented at the end of the week was a com-
position using the title: The Kind of Person I Would Like To Be. 
Freedom of expression was provided by suggesting that if, on 
the first lesson, a pupil . thought some particular part of his life 
would make a more interesting story, the he was allowed to use this 
• 
,_.." ',·:,: ;·c than the auto-biography. On the final lesson, the title given 
was to be used as a suggestion and teachers were instructed to allow 
pupils to write any story about themselves providing it was not ex-
actly the same as the one written for the first lesson. 
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During the discussions of the topics in the second, third, and 
fourth lessons, pupils were encouraged to take notes. It was the 
writer's plan that these notes could be used as stimuli for the final 
composition. The purpose of the mimeographed list of suggestions used 
in lesson two and the notes taken during the other discussions was t o 
help overcome the lack of ability (due to lack of training) to organize 
thinking in a logical sequence as experienced by many youngsters. 
INTRODUCTION TO COOPERATING TEACHERS: 
Enclosed you will find five lessons covering one week's work in 
English composition. These five lessons are designed to stimulate 
creative expression in children in one small area of written composition. 
This experiment is to be tried in grades r:J, V and VI. 
It is my hope that we who use these lessons will accomplish a dual 
purpose. First, I hope that each of us may gain a bit more information 
about the children we teach and therefore be aided in helping them to 
help themselves. Secondly, it is my desire to prove that lessons of 
this type will aid children in writing compositions by stimulating 
both in quality and in quantity, the expression of their ideas. 
OUTLINE OF LESSON: 
1. The first lesson will be a spontaneously written auto-
biography of and by each youngster in your class. 
2. This lesson attempts to start them thinking about their person-
ality and how they rate with other people. 
3. Lesson number three suggests ideas which children may develop 
in ~egard to their fears, anxieties and desires. 
--- - =.c.--=== 
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4. Many children in grades N, V, and VI, in varying degrees, 
seek that feeling of "belonging". Therefore, this lesson attempts 
to stimulate thought with regard to their relationships with other 
groups (scouts, 4-H, "the gang"), their skills (game, collecting), 
and other out-of-school interests. 
The final portion of the project is to ask children to write 
a composition using the following title: THE KIND OF PERSON I ~-JOULD 
LIKE TO BE 
4 
LESSON I 
DIRECTIONS TO TEACHER: 
Please follow each item below exactly as stated; 
1. Obtain a spontaneous autobiograp~ from each child. 
2. Return stories with corrections . 
3. After the directions are given, help children only >-rith spelling. 
4. Check the form and help where necessary in obtaining correct age 
in years and months. 
DIRECTIONS FOR PUPILS: 
1. "Girls and boys, today I'm going to ask you to write an auto-
biography. Does anyone know what this >vord means?" 
(If the correct meaning is given, continue with step number three. 
If not, give the following description:) 
2. "An autobiography is a story of a person's life 'W!'itten by himself 
or herself . You may write about your whole life or some part, which-
ever you prefer." If there is a particular part of your life that 
you think would make a more interesting story, then use that as your 
subject instea.d of your >-rhole life. 
3. "Please write the information I have on the board on your papers." 
First line 
Second line 
Third line 
Fourth line 
Name 
School 
Town 
Whatever 
Age yrs. mos. 
Grade 
Teacher's Name 
title you wish to use. 
"Next, you "t-rill skip a line and 1-rri te your story. wnen you have 
finished, read it carefully. Make any corrections or changes you 
wish. When you are sure your story is finished, write it on white 
paper. I will help >vith your spelling, but I cannot give any suggestions." 
-1 
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LESSON II 
DlliECTIONS TO THE TEACHER: 
Since this lesson will be very time consuming if each item 
is thoroughly discussed, it is suggested that you go slowly through 
the entire list and then go back over the items the class selects. 
DlliECTIONS TO THE PUPILS: 
"It is a well knOim fact that we are all different and that 'tve 
affect people in different ways. You· knovr that there are boys and 
girls who can run faster than you can, that some people can draw 
or do arithmetic better than you can, and of course, you all have 
different likes and dislikes. 11 
"Today, let 1s talk about some of the things that make us 
different from other people. Perhaps we should start with some of the 
different things we do to make people like or dislike us. Read your 
list as I read mine aloud. As we read, think about each section or 
part and what you might do to improve or to help someone else improve. 
You may vrant to write your suggestions in the spaces provided in the 
list or on the other side". (Teacher reads the list, explaining 
parts ;.rhere necessary.) (Is there something you think should be 
added to this list? 1oTould you like to ask any questions?" 
J ' 
1. Do you work well with other people in group work, class pro-
jects, games? Do you always like to be the leader? 
2. Can people depend upon You? Do you finish jobs on time? 
3. Do you try to do your best at all times? 
4. Do you act friendly with class mates, teachers and others? 
Do you have many or few friends? How about your temper--do you 
control it? 
5. Do you always tryto get ahead? Are you a "lazy bones"? 
6. Do you stick to jobs even if they are dull? Do you need to 
be reminded about your work? 
7. Are you always polite and considerate of others? Are you 
polite only in special places and at special times? Do you interrupt 
others? 
8. Do you try to look neat and clean always? Do you stand, sit and 
walk tall and straight? 
9. Are you careful about caring for your health? Do you wear jackets, 
rubbers, hats without complaining? Do you always carry a handker-
chief? 
10. Do you ask about work that you are not sure of? 
11. Do you daydream very often? 
12. Do you feel that people like you? Have you tried liking them? 
13. Are you a "show-off"? 
==-=--- -
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LESSON Ill 
"Before we start today's work, let's take a few minutes to review 
what we talked about before. Remember that on (day the com-
position was i-iTitten), we wrote stories about ourselves. Yesterday, 
we talked about ways in which we might improve our thoughts and actions 
toward other people. Today we are going to talk about some of those 
things we feel inside of us. For example, have you ever had anybody 
suddenly surprise you or scare you? Remember that feeling inside?" 
"I'm going to give you some paper to write some of the ideas we 
talk about today. Look at the three topics I shall put on the board 
for you and think of times when you have experienced these." 
1 . Once I was afraid of (the dark, mice, snakes, some person) 
Explain to the pupils what kinds of things people are afraid of. "Now 
py using this as the title of a story, can you explain how you felt, 
ivhat you did and ho'tv you might solve the problem of being afraid? 
Do the same thing with each of the other titles." 
2. Sowe day I hope _______ (to be a nurse, to be brave, to be able to 
pitch a curve) 
3 . I become upset when (I tell a lie, I don't finish my work, 
-----
I lose a game ) 
List suggestions. 
===cc- ----
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LESSON N 
"Today w.re are going to think about stories about ourselves 
that are true or we wish were true. Let's make a list of the things 
that boys and girls like yourselves like to do outside of school. 
Do you belong to the Boy or Girls Scouts? Do you collect things--
matchbook covers, shells or stones, autographs? 1-lould you like to be 
on a baseball team or take part in a play? Do you 'tva.tch TV a great 
deal? Have you a bike you like to tinker with?" 
"As you add to your list, try to tell (1) how you became interested, 
(2) what you like or dislike about how you spend your time, and (3) 
what could happen to make it more interesting." 
TO THE TEACHER: 
As children list activities they participate in, try to draw 
out as many ideas as they are able to produce or as your tirr..e allo1-rs. 
Try also to help them think about what they would like to be doing 
after school if circumstances allowed. 
9 
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LESSON V 
"Each day this week we have talked about things that vre know about 
ourselves, things that we feel and do, and lastly, ways in which we 
might improve ourselves. E~st of us have dreamed of growing up to be 
like someone we know, some person we think is quite wonderful . It may 
be a particularly well known person--a baseball player, an actress, or 
it may be a scout leader or one of our parents. 
By using this title, THE KJND OF PERSON I 1-JOULD LIKE TO BE, 
think of one big change you will need to make to be like your favorite 
person. When you have decided on the particular thing you like about 
that person, plan the ways in which you, too, can be like that . Stick 
to the ideas you start with. 
Please write your sto~ in pencil. After you have written it, 
read it carefully. Make any corrections or changes you feel are 
necessary. When you are satisfied that your story is complete, write 
it on white paper as a finished copy in either pencil or ink . Your 
finished copy should start in this way:" 
First line 
Second line 
Third line 
Name Age Yrs . ~bs . 
School Grade 
Town Teacher's name 
Skip this line 
THE Kll'ID OF PERSON I \rJOULD LIKE TO BE 
TO THE TEACHER: Please return the stories uncorrected. No help ; to 
be given e~t in spelling or in referring them to notes taken during 
the week. 
The above title is only ·suggested. Pupils may write any story 
about themselves providing it is not exactly the same as the one 
written in the first lesson. 
====- '-'--=---=-- ~--- -,=-----=--------
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HETHOD OF SCORI NG 
Pupils papers were scored for the number of ideas created and 
also for the quali~ of the compositions. This particular phase of 
the experiment was very subjective in that the writer was the only 
reader of most of , the papers. However, in a feiv selected cases, the 
writer's wife also scored the same papers and the count was found to 
be very close. 
In scoring t he compositions for the number of ideas, each nel·T 
idea was given a score of one point. For example, if a pupil said 
that he had taken a trip through several states, and named them, the 
idea was counted as one poin·t. In reverse, if, on the final com-
position they listed ways in vlhich they thought they should improve 
or change to be like the person they hoped to be, each characteristic 
was counted as one point. 
In order to score the preliminary and experimental compositions 
for quali ty, the group participating in developing other methods of 
composition planning, under Dr. Crossley's guidance, developed the 
following proc~dure f or scoring : 
I.. Vocabulary 
Choice of words 
Use of -v1ords 
II. Mechanics of Expression 
Sentence structure 
III. Organization 
Development of ideas 
IV. Or iginality 
ll 
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Each item in the four areas of quality analysis was scored in the 
following manner: 
Quality 
Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 
Superior 
Points 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
The highest possible scoring obtainable was twenty five (25) 
points. 
Because of the subjectivity of a single scorer in the experiment, 
it would be interesting to notethe results of a large group of scorers 
trith the same sets of compositions . Further study g~oups interested 
in experiments for the improvement of written compositions might also 
make their findings more objective with the aid of vocabula~J or 
phrase lists adopted for the grade level. 
CHAPTER III 
Analysis of Data 
It was the purpose of this study to construct five lessons for 
the improvement of the number and quality of ideas in written com-
position. 
The data were analyzed to determine: 
1. The difference in the number of ideas between preliminary 
and experimental compositions. 
2. The difference in quality of ideas between preliminary and 
experimental compositions. 
3. The difference in number of ideas for boys and girls on 
preliminary· and experim~ntal compositions. 
4. The difference in quality of ideas for boys and girls on 
preliminary and experimental compositions. 
5. The difference in the number of ideas between high and lov1 
r. Q. groups on preliminary and experimental compositions. 
6. The difference in quality of ideas for high and lmi r. Q. 
groups on preliminary and experimental compositions. 
13 
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Analysis of Data 
TABLE I 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE OF PARTICIPATING GROUP 
N IviEAN S. D. 
2o6 12.6 4.12 
The above table shows that mean chronological age vms 12 years 
and 6 months with a standard deviation of 4.12. This is a normal 
sixth grade group. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF MEAN NUMBER OF IDEAS BET\iEEN 
PRELJMINARY AND EXPERJl1ENTAL CONPOSIT IONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
KIND N MEAN S. D. !'lEAN DIFF DIFF C. R. 
PRE. 206 16.99 6.84 .475 
5.13 .673 8.514 
EXP. 206 11.26 6.87 .477 
In comparing the mean number of ideas between the preliminary 
and experimental compositions, the difference was 5.73 which yields a 
critical ratio of 8.514. This critical ratio is statistically very 
significant in favor of the preliminary compositions. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF QUALITY OF PRELIYilliJ"ARY 
AND EXPERTI1ENTAL COMPOSITIONS 
KIND N :t'lEAN S. D. 
S.E. OF 
l'1EAN 
PRE. 2o6 13.29 2.58 .180 
EXP. 206 13.04 2.25 .157 
DIFF. 
.25 
S.E. OF 
DIFF 
.239 
C. R. 
1.046 
The mean difference in quality between the preliminary and ex-
perimental compositions was .25. The resulting critical ratio of 
1.046 is not statistically significant but in favor of the pre-
liminary compositions 
Klrm 
TABLE N . 
COI•IPARISON OF MEAN NUlwER OF IDEAS BETI..JEEN 
BJYS AND GIRLS ON PRELllUNARY COMPOSITIONS 
liJ" NEAN S. D. S.E.OF DIFF S .E.OF 
MEAN DIFF. 
BOYS 101 16.31 6~66 .663 
1.28 .943 
GIRLS 105 1:7.59 6.93 .670 
C. R. 
1.357 
A difference of 1.28 was found when the mean number of ideas 
be~reen boys and girls on the preliminary compositions was compared. 
The resulting critical ratio of 1.357 is not statistically significant 
but in favor of the girls. 
KJND 
BOYS 
TABLE V 
COiviPARISON OF JIIIEAN NUIViBER OF IDEAS BET1.-JEEN 
BOYS AND GIRLS ON EXPERll'lEN'l'AL CONPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S. E. OF 
N MEAN S. D. r<"lEAN DIFF. DIFF. 
101 10.06 3.96 .394 
1.47 
GIRLS 105 11.53 3.24 .316 
C. R. 
2.917 
-- --·---------=- --=-- -=---==- -= 
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By comparing the mean number of ideas between boys and girls on 
the experimental compositions, a difference of 1 .47 and the critical 
ratio of 2 .917 were found. This critical ratio is barely significant 
statistically and like TABLE IV show the girls to be in favor. 
TABLE VI 
CONPARISON OF QUALITY OF 1tlORK BETIJEEN 
BOYS Al~D GIRLS ON PREL]}llNARY COI1POSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
KlliTI N MEAN S. D. l1E.AJ.'\J DIFF. DIFF. C. R. 
BOYS 101 12.04 2.74 .273 
.79 .330 2.394 
GlRLS 105 12.83 1.92 .186 
The critical ratio of 2.394 is not significant, yet, once again 
it is in favor of the girls. 
KIND 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF QUALITY OF WORK BETifEEN 
BOYS AND GIRLS ON EXPERTI1ENTAL COMPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
N .HEAN S. D. MEAN DIFF. DIFF. 
BOYS 101 12.00 2.45 .244 
1.37 .300 
GIRLS 105 13.37 1.79 .175 
C. R. 
The mean difference of 1.37 found in the quality of work bet1-reen 
boys and girls on the experimental compositions and the statistically 
significant critical ratio of 4.567 shows the girls to be in favor 
once again. It may also be noted that there is a mean difference of 
.54 when the mean quality of the girls on the preliminary composition 
is compared with the mean quality of the girls on the experimental 
composition. 
===- -=- ~-=-=---- --
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Three of the selected classes returned seven~ nine (79) I. Q. 
scores. Of these, the top twenty (20) and the lower twenty (20) of 
the total were selected for comparison of results obtained on the pre-
liminary and experimental compositions according to number of ideas 
and quality of expression. The following tables show the effect of 
I. Q. on quality and quantity of ideas in written compositions. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF ~HE . MEAN NUI'1BER OF ]J)EAS BETWEEN HIGH 
AND LOW I. Q. GROUPS ON PRELD1INARY CO:t<IPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
KIND N MEAN S .. D. MEAN DIFF :t-lEAN C. R. 
HIGH 20 20.9 8.93 1.998 
5.15 2.685 1.918 
LOW 20 15.75 8.03 1.794 
From the comparison of the selected groups representing high and 
low I. Q., the mean difference was 5.15, the resulting critical ratio 
was 1.918 for the number of ideas on the preliminary compositions. 
This critical ratio is not statistically significant but in favor of 
the high I. Q. group. 
TABLE IX 
COI•IPARISON OF THE NEAliJ NU£:1BER OF ]J)EAS BETWEEN HIGH 
AND LOW I. Q. GROUPS ON THE EXPERD1ENTAL CONPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
KJND N MEAN S. D. MEAN DIFF. MEAN C. R • 
HIGH 
LOW 
20 11.5 
20 
4.21 
3.99 
• 942 
.892 
2.1 1.297 1.619 
The critical ratio of 1.619 is not statistically significant. 
With a mean difference of 2.1, the comparison of the high and low 
I. Q. groups for the number of ideas on the experimental compositions 
shows no significant separation. 
KIND 
HIGH 
LOW 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF QUALITY OF HORK BETWEEN HIGH AND 
LCThl I. Q. GROUPS ON PRELTIUNARY CONPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
N MEAN S. D. MEAN DIFF. DIFF 
20 14.65 3.30 . 738 
3.10 1.105 
20 11.55 3.68 .823 
C. R. 
2.805 
Unlike the comparison shown in TABLE IX, the comparison between 
high and low I. Q. groups when scored for quality on the preliminary 
compositions found the mean difference to be 3.10. The critical 
ratio of 2.805 is statistically significant in favor of the high 
I. Q. group. 
KIND 
HIGH 
LOW 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF QUALITY OF li\DRK BET'"tlEEN HIGH AND 
LO\<J I. Q. GROUPS ON EXPERll1ENTAL COHPOSITIONS 
S.E. OF S.E. OF 
N MEAN S. D. 11EAN DIFF DIFF 
20 13.3 2.66 
20 10.95 3.65 
.596 
.817 
1.011 
C. R. 
2.324 
This comparison shows a mezn difference of 2.35 and a critical 
ratio of 2.324 which is not statistically significant. This decrease 
in score for quality from the preliminary to the experimental com-
positions may be due to a number of things. According to the teacher's 
comments shown in the conclusions, one reason may be that these pupils 
of the high I. Q. groups became bored by the end of the week because they 
18 
had done _more ~~~g than disqussing on_~he second, third, and fourth lessons. 
CHAPTER JJl 
Summary of Data 
It was the purpose of this study to construct five lesson plans for 
the improvement of the number and quality of ideas in ~~itten composition. 
The purposes of this experiment were dual: 
1. That teachers would gain more information about the children in 
their classes and therefore be aided in helping them to help themselves. 
2. That lessons of this type would stimulate the quantity and 
quality of ideas expressed by children in vrritten compositions. 
From the results found in the experiment, the first purpose was 
satisfactorily fulfilled while the second purpose was not accomplished. 
1. Statistically, the most significant critical ratio in favor 
of the number of ideas in the preliminary compositions as found in 
TABLE II shol-rs that the experiment i•ras not successful . 
2. It is interesting to note that in each comparison of the boys and 
girls, the mean differences and the resulting critical ratios were all in 
favor of the girls. The statistically significant critical ratio of 4.567 
found inTABLE VII may be due to the appeal of this type of exercise to 
girls, the actual teaching of the material or some other reason, but at 
lea.st it is evidence that some success was obtained in the experiment . 
3. The mean differences and the critical ratios of the high and low 
I. Q. group comparisons show that no wide margin existed between the 
groups even though the quality of work of the high I. Q. group on the 
preliminary compositions was satistically significant as shovr.n by the 
critical ratio of 2.805. This, however, proves nothing in favor of this 
experiment. 
19 
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Suggestions and Implications for Teaching 
The writer believes that the first significant comments should 
be those contributed by some of the teachers who cooperated with the 
experiment. Since all cooperating teachers did not return comments, 
hence, the term "some of the teachers". 
Teacher A: "I felt that the quality of the work was poorer on 
Teacher B: 
Friday than on Monday. It seems to me that it would 
have been better to spread the work over a longer 
period of time--at least two weeks." 
(The following list was quoted from a page sent by 
this teacher). 
1. I feel that these exercises caused the class to 
produce a quantity of writing 
2. In some cases brighter pupils 1vrote less than they 
normally would. 
3. In some cases dull pupils wrote less than they 
normally would. 
h. The brighter pupils objected strenuously when asked 
to write an autobiography--others enjoyed the idea. 
5. The exercises have a definite value forfurthering 
social gro·wth. 
20 
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6. I would use this series of lesson plans in future years. 
Teacher C: "I believe that you have achieved your purposes, 
particularly the first one--helping us to know our children 
better. The children did enjoy the lessons and so did I, 
particularly the discussions. The discovery of how much 
the children are influenced by the radio and movies was 
no surprise." 
"I would spread this over a longer time than a week, how-
ever, as the children do tire of the repetition of writing 
the compositions." 
"I would also like to say that the V lesson would probably 
have been better written if it had not come on the Friday 
just before our vacation." 
It is gratifying to know that the teachers who took part in the 
experiment felt that one of the objectives of the plan had been attained. 
Although the statistical data shows no appreciable improvement in the 
number of ideas or the quality obtained, the social benefits obtained 
by teachers is worthwhile. 
It may be interesting to try another experiment reversing the order 
of the compositions. In other words, children could probably do a 
better job on an auto-biography after preparatory lessons involving only 
discussion. Another observation of the writer is that in order to 
obtain more significant results especially with quality, a longer period 
of time should be planned for the experiment. 
Perhaps another reason for the results is found in the cow~ents 
lj by other teachers. That is, that too nmch 'TrJTi ting was done, during the 
five lessons. This was not the intention of the writer at the outset 
of the experiment. It vTas intended that children need brief notes 
accumulated during the week to help them write compositions not complete 
compositions of ideas in order to write a final composition. 
- - - - -===-o==-
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